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bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

245 x 245 mm
22 pages
18,90 €
From 1 years old

MILAN

TODDLERS Mon grand imagier des animaux 
à toucher 
Xavier Deneux / Emmanuel Ristord / Julie Mercier

100 animals to discover, 25 textures to touch and feel. A 
beautiful picture-word book for little ones as they discover 
the animal world.

Key Features
• A gift book, based on the Docs à toucher series, a critically acclaimed 
multisensory series created to encourage hands-on play and learning

• 25 materials to touch and feel.

• Over 200.000 copies sold in the series worldwide

• Textured pages give children a tactile experience of the endlessly fascinating 
world around them : fur, scales, feathers, and so

Contents
A beautiful picture-word book for little ones as they discover the animal world. 

Animals and objects are put into categories :

-Animals at Night

-Baby Animals

-Bugs

-Cold Animals

-Construction

-Country

-Dinosaurs

-Farm

-Forest

-Jungle

-Mountain

-The Ocean

-Pets

-Safari

-Vehicles

Illustrator
Xavier Deneux

Illustrator
Emmanuel Ristord

Illustrator
Julie Mercier
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bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

240 x 280 mm
12 pages
15,00 €
From 0 years old

BAYARD

TODDLERS Dans ma maison - Mon imagier à 
flaps
Coline Citron

A big interactive picture-word book about the house, with 50 
flaps!

Key Features
• Interactive book for hands-on learning

• Develop the vocabulary for everything within the home, from big furniture to tiny 
everyday objects

Contents
A big interactive picture-word book about the house, with 50 flaps!

A large picture-word book to learn vocabulary through touch. A different room 
in the house features on each double-page: the living room, the bedroom, the 
kitchen… in which everyday objects can be found.

Little animal characters bring the house to life and invite the child to explore the 
large scenes, teeming with details.

Learning points:

• Vocabulary

• Motor skills

Illustrator
Coline Citron
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bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

210 x 200 mm
10 pages
12,50 €
From 2 years old

BAYARD

TODDLERS Comment allez-vous, Monsieur 
Loup ?
Elisabeth De Lambilly / Laure Du Faÿ

Hey! Mr Wolf! How are you? A first picture book dealing with 
emotions in pop-ups

Key Features
• Pop-ups on every spread, 5 in all

• A title that focuses on positive social and emotional development of young 
children

• This book offer support through a variety of familiar childhood emotional 
experiences

Contents
Hey!

Mr Wolf!

How are you?

Hellooooo!

I have nothing left to eat for breakfast.

Not even Little Red Riding Hood and her grandma.

I'm very angry!

Can you see my pointy teeth?

Watch your finger, or I may just eat it…
Author
ELISABETH DE LAMBILLY

Illustrator
Laure Du Faÿ
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bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

150 x 160 mm
12 pages
12,00 €
From 0 years old

BAYARD

TODDLERS Ma petite salade de fruits
Xavier Deneux

A colorful, subtle, and interactive picture-word board book by 
Xavier Deneux!

Key Features
• A poetic, interactive picture-word book all about fruit, in which the child makes a 
delicious fruit salad: cut the pear in half, turn the apples red, let the banana ripen, 
share the clementine…

• Colorful, stripped back illustrations, perfectly adapted for little ones. A gentle early 
learning book.

• A fun book to stimulate little ones through touch and sight.

• One more title in our successful collection "Blanc Noir"; see more details in our 
backlist.

Contents
A poetic and interactive picture-word book to make a delicious fruit salad: cut the 
pear in half, turn the apples red, let the banana ripen, share the clementine… A 
colorful, subtle, and beautiful picture-word book by Xavier Deneux!

Author, Illustrator
Xavier Deneux
Xavier Deneux is an author-illustrator who lives in Paris. He 
graduated from the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris. With a diploma 
from ESAG, he worked as a graphic designer, creating posters 
and decors. He then decided to devote his talent to illustration. 
Specialising in books for the very young, he is published by 
Editions Nathan, Milan and Tourbillon.
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bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

130 x 230 mm
26 pages
11,90 €
From 2 years old

MILAN

TODDLERS Le livre qui sait tout faire 
Tristan Mory

This is a book. A little book, sure, but it can do anything! Let’s 
see. Can it wink? Yes. Pull out its tongue? Of course. Tie its 
shoelaces? Incredible! An amazing new book by Tristan Mory!

Key Features
• Tristan Mory brings his book to life, like a puppet master, making it perform all 
kinds of tricks. A picture book combining simplicity, humor, and ingenuity to enter-
tain little ones.

• A board book in the shape of a little man. Beautifully manufactured and eye-cat-
ching, to stimulate little ones’ curiosity, from the age of 2.

• A sweet and funny ending, with a pop-up. Just like kids, this book knows how to 
do (almost) anything. But if the reader pulls up his hat, they will discover what the 
book enjoys doing most… clowning around!

• A book created by Tristan Mory, one of Milan’s star authors of books for babies 
and toddlers.

Contents
This book may be small, but it can do anything! Wink, blink, tie up shoelaces, stick 
out its tongue, and even stick a finger up its nose… Incredible! This book is so 
clever! And, also hilarious! Pull up its hat and discover what it enjoys doing most… 
clowning around!

A new interactive book by Tristan Mory, the author of “Qui suis-je ?", "Bravo, petits 
doigts !" and "Devine quoi !". A book in the shape of a little man, that comes alive 
before the readers’ eyes. From one page to the next, the narrator sets the little man 
a new challenge. The book proudly shows all its little readers (2 years up), eve-
rything it can do. Tristan Mory’s sweet, simple, and elegant drawings add a touch of 
homor and magic to this little interactive book that young ones will love.

Author, Illustrator
Tristan Mory
Graduated in Communication Design, Tristan Mory works and 
lives in Toulouse. He used to work as graphic designer for the 
magazine Histoire pour les petits (Milan presse) and as designer 
for Milan éditions. As illustrator, he published with Juliette Vallery 
the collection “Patabulle” (Actes Sud) and Les Pops (Albin Michel). 
As author and illustrator, he publishes by Milan éditions Qui suis-je, 
Devine quoi, Cric Crac and…all books full of fun, fantasy and ideas.
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bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

230 x 180 mm

12,50 €
From 3 years old

BAYARD

TODDLERS Mes petits gestes pour devenir 
autonome
Elisabeth De Lambilly / Hélène Chetaud

A touch and feel book for the child to explore with their finger-
tips and palm of their hand.

Key Features
• A learning method inspired by Montessori pedagogy, where the child is an actor 
in his learning. You learn by training!

• With their very precise illustrations, these cards are real educational supports. By 
watching these everyday gestures, described step by step, the child will gradually 
memorize them and ... grow up!

• A new edition with a redesigned manufacturing and more modern graphics: a 
sleeve box, 12 double-sided cards to put on an easel or to take with you, as well as 
a leaflet to guide parents.

Contents
12 illustrated educational cards inspired by Montessori pedagogy to learn everyday 
gestures and situations. 

- I dress myself 

- I put on my shoes 

- I brush my teeth 

- I wash my hands 

- I soap myself in the bath 

- I blow my nose like a grown-up 

- I go to the bathroom 

- I eat cleanly

- I do my shoelaces 

- I set the table

- I make my bed 

- I clean the stains.

Author
Elisabeth De Lambilly

Illustrator
Hélène Chetaud
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bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

240 x 280 mm
6 pages
18,50 €
From 0 years old

BAYARD

TODDLERS Mon premier livre animé en tissu
Elena Selena

A sensory-rich cloth book for babies with more than 10 
interactive cloth features.

Key Features
• A first sensory-rich cloth book for babies with more than 10 interactive features 
to develop fine motor skills

• each double-page enlightens a learning notion : numbers (from 1 to 5), colors, 
contraries and forms

Contents
A sensory-rich cloth book for babies!

Flaps to lift, sound elements, crinkle paper, objects to move… more than 10 
interactive cloth features!

Early learning for little ones: shapes and colors – first words - opposites - numbers

Learning points:

• Developing fine motor skills

• Exploring sounds

• Discovering first words

Illustrator
Elena Selena
Elena Selena is born in Vilnius (Lithuania). After studying in the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Vilnius, she arrives in Paris to integrate the 
Estienne School (ESAIG) where she discovers the complex book. 
For 4 years, she has been creating with her  scissors universes of 
paper. She works regularly with Gallimard (Jardin bleu, Jungle) and 
with Tourbillon for this new big cloth book.
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bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

340 x 245 mm
128 pages
19,90 €
From 4 years old

BAYARD

ACTIVITIES L'expo idéale coffret
Hervé Tullet

14 art workshops with Hervé Tullet, to set up your very own 
exhibition, alone or with friends… Fun, creative, happy, ideal!!!

Key Features
• Different kinds of paper to create with + detailed instructions for 14 creative acti-
vities + an inspiration catalogue of ideal exhibitions all over the world = an ideal 
exhibition with Hervé Tullet!

• Drawing, tearing, sticking, crumpling, folding, assembling… and sharpening your 
eye. Welcome to the simple art of Hervé Tullet!

• Adapted from the web series broadcast around the world: expoideale.com

• Atelier Dessins, Dessine, À toi de gribouiller, Bataille de couleur, Points… Hervé 
Tullet’s activity books are appreciated for their simplicity and creativity.

Contents
Hervé Tullet, an artist who creates fun and uninhibited art, invites the young and old 
to unleash their creativity.

14 art workshops to create your ideal exhibition, alone or with others, in a class-
room, child’s bedroom, or even a shoebox! 

The box set includes:

64 sheets of patterned paper

6 sheets of assorted paper

1 detailed instructions booklet for 14 creative workshops

1 inspiration catalogue of ideal exhibitions all over the world

Alone or with others, children can use basic techniques to sharpen their eye and 
transform simple drawings into works of art. 

They can then submit photos of their creations on the “expoideale.com” website 
and take part in the big collective ideal exhibition.

Author, Illustrator
Hervé Tullet
Hervé Tullet is the author of Un livre (2 million copies sold 
worldwide, 32 langages), Couleurs and On joue. Creator of about 
75 children's books, Hervé Tullet loves to provoke surprises when 
he meets children and the magic also works througt his much-
awaited books.
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bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

238 x 317 mm
12 pages
18,50 €
From 3 years old

BAYARD

NON FICTION Les animaux du monde 
magnétiques
Camille Tisserand

On the ice floes, in the lush jungle vegetation, in depths of the 
coral reef… have fun positioning the 45 animal magnets in 
their natural habitats… and make up stories!

Key Features
• For litle ones, a playful non-fiction series using 45 magnetic pieces to enjoy mat-
ching elements with their environment.

• On each double spread, a multitude of details to observe.

• Young readers have 45 magnets (characters, decors, furniture, decorative acces-
sories...) to place wherever they think is right; inventing scenes.

Contents
On the ice floes, in the lush jungle vegetation, in depths of the coral reef… have fun 
positioning the 45 animal magnets in their natural habitats… and make up stories!

Contents: Arctic Animals / The Forest / The Savannah / The Jungle / The Coral 
Reefs

Illustrator
Camille Tisserand
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bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

30 pages
7,90 €
From 4 years old

MILAN

ACTIVITIES Christmas baba et pinata
Jean-Sébastien Deheeger

Each country has a different way of celebrating Christmas!

Get rid of all your cards by linking together different traditions, 
specialities, emblematic figures… either by country or cate-
gory!

Key Features
• The game version of a popular and seasonal theme, Christmas: 40 000 copies 
sold of the “P’tit doc” book!

• To play, connect different Christmas celebrations together: horizontally by 
country (France, Sweden, USA, Mexico, etc.) and vertically by tradition (speciality, 
decorations, emblematic figure, etc.).

• A game with 30 cards, at 7.90€, and little competition on the market.

• Developed by a family games designer.

Contents
2 to 5 players

Length: approx. 10 min.

Contents: 30 cards + 1 rules of the game, in the same format as the cards from the 
“Tous en classe” game.

Set up: Each player is dealt 3 cards. The rest are placed in a pile, in the middle of 
the table. Turn over the first card of the pile to begin. 

Players take it in turn to either put down a card, matching it horizontally or ver-
tically, or pick up a card. If the player can play the card they pick up, they put it 
down.

The player with no cards left wins the game. Cards are placed in rows for countries: 
France, Germany, Sweden, USA, Mexico, and India. And in colums, numbered 1 
to 5, for traditions: characters, decorations, specialities, traditions and wishes. The 
cards must be placed in ascending order. Each card includes a little text explaining 
what it is.

Example of a round: a player puts down card 1 of Christmas in France (Father 
Christmas and the elves). I can either put down card 2 of Christmas in France 
(Christmas tree) to the right of card 1, or card 1 of any another country (e.g.: Santa 
Claus in the US), above or beneath card 1.

Illustrator
Jean-Sébastien Deheeger
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bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

130 x 64 mm
150 pages
9,90 €
From 6 years old

MILAN

ACTIVITIES Quiquequiz Animaux 
Pascal Prévot / Anne Rouquette

200 questions and answers about animals (terrestrial, aquatic, 
insects and birds) to have fun testing your knowledge, at 
home or on holiday, alone, as a family, or with friends. Easy to 
carry around everywhere!

Key Features
• Contents: a box of 150 cards, easy to carry around, to play at home or on holiday!

• Three question types for each theme: open questions (“Which animal eats 
jellyfish?”), illustrated questions (guess the animal), and multiple choice.

• For early readers (6 years up) to play alone or with others.

Contents
A box of 150 cards to carry everywhere, to test your knowledge and learn about 
animals, while having fun!

Questions about 4 kinds of animals, covering all environments and habitats: 
terrestrial, aquatic, birds, and insects. 

For each theme, the child can test their general knowledge with 3 types of 
questions:

- open questions: Which bird sits on a rhino? What is a damselfly?...

- illustrated questions: guess the animal, 

- multiple choice questions: choose the right answer from 3 options. e.g.: How 
many arms do octopuses have? 6, 8, or 14?

Author
Pascal Prévot

Illustrator
Anne Rouquette
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bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

230 x 250 mm
24 pages
16,90 €
From 8 years old

MILAN

ACTIVITIES À la recherche de l'épée 
légendaire - Une chasse au 
trésor au temps des châteaux 
forts
Alice Millot / Camille Ferrari

The first in a new series of informative gamebooks! Lots of 
facts, a treasure hunt, and a beautiful treasure in the form of a 
pop-up, on the theme of medieval castles.

Key Features
• An interactive book combining knowledge and mystery! There is a puzzle to solve 
on each double page, relating to the informative facts, to continue the quest.

• A book exploring treasure hunt techniques: a hide and seek, and logic game. The 
reader has to find the treasure and keys to open it.

• Complex and incredible manufacturing, giving the illusion of reality; lots of flaps 
to open and a padlock system to unlock the final page, that opens into a pop-up 
representing the treasure.

• A specialized author: Alice Millot is a games designer and has created lots of 
treasure hunts in France.

Contents
You are a knight and your godfather has given you a legendary sword. But you 
have to find it first! Solve the puzzles and make your way through the castle. Find 
out more about castle-life in medieval times along the way (the feudal system, 
apprenticeship of knights, living spaces, banquets, war, coats of arms, jousts, etc.).

Ten double-pages of games (including flaps to open), plunging the reader into the 
medieval world of castles. The flaps reveal interesting facts and puzzles. Pay close 
attention to understand the clues and find the keys to move on with your quest.

Deduction and logic games, letter and number puzzles, observation games… This 
book for kids from 8 years up is an actual treasure hunt! And the book’s exceptional 
manufacturing makes the treasure real, since it is locked inside a chest on the last 
page, that opens up to reveal a pop-up!

Author
Alice Millot

Illustrator
Camille Ferrari
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bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

185 x 270 mm
12 pages
12,50 €
From 4 years old

BAYARD

NON FICTION Le livre animé des volcans 
Sandra Laboucarie / Pierre Caillou

A non-fiction pop-up series with lots to learn for children ages 
4 and up. A generous number of pop-up features, detailed 
information in the illustrations.

Key Features
• Moveable parts on every spread.

• Each spread showcases different parts of volcanoes.

• Just the right amount of engaging and age-appropriate information to feed 
hungry minds.

• One more title in our successful collection "Ultimate Spotlight"; see more details 
in our backlist.

Contents
A fascinating discovery of volcanoes, from different angles:

Where are volcanoes located on Earth?

How are volcanoes formed?

What is an explosive eruption? 

How are volcanoes monitored?

15 interactive features with a beautiful pop-up! Separate the plates to let the 
magma pass, observe the inside of a volcano, fly a drone…

Learning points:

• Stimulating curiosity through interactive features

• Learning vocabulary in a specific area

• Exploring a favorite topic in depth

Author
SANDRA LABOUCARIE

Illustrator
Pierre Caillou
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bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

245 x 185 mm
20 pages
14,50 €
From 5 years old

BAYARD

NON FICTION Les merveilles de la nature en 
relief
Sandra Laboucarie / Charline PICARD

A round-the-world trip of the most beautiful natural wonders… 
in 3D!

Key Features
• A non-fiction and gifty book, to keep open in a child’s bedroom and enjoy the 
Grand Canyon, Halong Bay, the Northern Lights in Norway, Victoria Falls..10 
emblematic landscapes for a journey around the 5 continents

• 10 multi-layered pop-ups, one on every spread

• Includes elastic bands to hold pages in place so children can display their favorite 
scenes

• One more title in our successful collection "en relief"; see more details in our 
backlist.

Contents
A round-the-world tour of the most beautiful natural wonders… in 3D!

A journey through 10 extraordinary landscapes, untouched by man. 

A beautiful way to introduce readers to the wonders of our planet and make them 
want to protect it from home!

Based on Kirigami, the Japanese art of creating 3D objects by cutting paper.

Contents: The Grand Canyon in the USA – The Perito Moreno in Patagonia – The 
Amazon Rainforest – The Northern Lights in a Norwegian fjord – Victoria Falls in 
Zambia – Socotra Island in Yemen – Everest – Zhangjiajie National Forest Park in 
China – Halong Bay in Vietnam – The Great Barrier Reef.

Author
SANDRA LABOUCARIE

Illustrator
Charline PICARD
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bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

85 x 240 mm
12 pages
15,00 €
From 5 years old

BAYARD

NON FICTION Voyage d'une goutte de pluie
Daniel Mar / Kiko

An original and innovative interactive book – discover the 
water cycle by moving the “raindrop” in the form of a little 
metal ball!

Key Features
• A unique interactive book! The reader moves the little ball/raindrop through the 
water cycle. The reader plays an active part in this unique non-fiction book.

• Learning through touch and play; the child discovers the water cycle by guiding 
the ball along the grooves in the book, from a cloud to the sea, through a river, the 
pipes, and water treatment plant.

• Never-before-seen on the non-fiction market; an original and innovative book-
object.

Contents
An interactive book-object to discover the water cycle!

The reader is encouraged to move the little ball/raindrop along the grooved paths 
on the pages in the book.

Starting from a cloud, the ball/raindrop travels down a little stream, through a cows' 
trough, into a river, through a dam, water tower, and pipes, before cleaning a child's 
hands and heading to the water treatment plant, then to the river, the sea… and 
back to the cloud!

Learning through touch and play; the child discovers the water cycle by guiding the 
ball along the grooves in the book and exploring a raindrop's journey. 

Author
Daniel Mar

Illustrator
KIKO
Graphic designer, illustrator of children’s press and books… Nicolas 
Archieri, aka KIKO, works regularly for Bayard’s Astrapi magazine 
and has illustrated lots of books: fiction and non-fiction for Milan, 
Gallimard, Tourbillon, Fleurus… He lives in Paris.
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bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

230 x 280 mm
32 pages
15,90 €
From 6 years old

MILAN

NON FICTION Animaux superpapas
Anne Blanchard / Caroline Leclerc / Simon Bailly

Male seahorses get pregnant and give birth, rheas take care 
of their young, sea snails are the perfect stepfathers… These 
are just a few of the animals who are also extraordinary dads!

Key Features
• An interactive book with flaps to open from all sides, revealing the extraordinary 
and unexpected behavior of superdaddy animals.

• A book exploring a subject that is rarely touched upon and a new look at animals 
and their fascinating kingdom.

• A sweet, beautifully illustrated book, with a touch of humor

Contents
Usually, the female sits on the eggs, carries, feeds, and takes care of their young 
ones. But lots of daddy animals take part in the pregnancy and help raise the little 
ones too!

Discover incredible animal behavior, in a book full of surprises, with flaps to unfold 
revealing all the superdaddy secrets:

Some famous ones : the emperor penguin, the seahorse;  others less known: the 
beaver, the sea snail, some dinosaurs, the fox, the giant water bug …

The children will be curious to discover them page after page and flap after flap.

Author
Anne Blanchard

Author
Caroline Leclerc

Illustrator
Simon Bailly
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bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

265 x 260 mm
24 pages
22,90 €
From 6 years old

MILAN

NON FICTION Le grand livre animé des 
sciences
David Marchand / Guillaume Prevot / Cléo Germain

Key Features
• More than 20 flaps, pop-ups, pull-tabs, and rotating wheels to create an exciting 
overview of the world of horses throughout history.

• Thoroughly researched information is vetted by professionals.

• Third book in this bestselling series

Contents
Discover measurements by sliding a measuring rod, the force of inertia by 
accelerating a car, the different states of matter by learning about water and its 
atomic states, changing water states by boiling it in a pan, why it is more difficult 
to run in water than on land by pulling a tab, how to make a sound wave evolve, 
optical effects…

Each scientific fact is explained to children in concrete terms, with the help of 
interactive features.

Each double-page explores a specific topic in-depth (the role of science, 
measurements, forces, matter, thermodynamics, liquids, waves, images, electricity, 
energy), with short, concise, and simply illustrated facts, along with interactive 
features for an even better understanding.

The authors, Guillaume Prévôt and David Marchard, are both physical science 
engineers and children’s book writers. Their explanatations are perfectly adapted 
to young readers.

Author
David Marchand

Author
Guillaume Prevot

Illustrator
Cléo Germain
Cléo Germain was born in Savoie, studied in Montpellier, and 
nowadays lives in Angouleme. She illustrates promotional posters, 
comics (in particular for the collective journal Café Creed) and 
children’s books for Actes Sud Junior and Auzou.
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bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

165 x 210 mm
40 pages
9,90 €
From 7 years old

BAYARD

NON FICTION Le petit livre pour dire STOP au 
harcèlement à l'école
Nadège Larcher / Clotilde Szymanski / Juliette Sausse

A book to help children learn how to respond to bullying at 
school, and how to speak out. Because talking about it, is 
protecting them!

Key Features
• A social phenomenon that has become a national cause: 1 in 10 children are 
bullied in elementary school. In 2017, 7% of high school students in France were 
victims of cyberbullying. An anti-bullying at school day is held every year in 
November

• A book written with the psychologist Nadège Larcher - a preventive tool, to help 
kids speak out. Addressed directly to children, it also aims to help families, as well 
as social workers

• A strong topic in bookstores

• One more title in our successful collection "les petits livres"; see more details in 
our backlist.

Contents
A little book exploring bullying in all its forms:

- Verbal abuse (nicknames, teasing, insults, threats, sexism, racism, etc.).

- Physical abuse (hitting, pushing, tripping up, slapping, pinching, etc.)

- Relational aggression and isolation (not allowed to sit at a table, physical isolation, 
false rumors, gossip, etc.), aiming to reject and exclude.

- Cyberbullying (mainly in middle-school).

Six stories, in the form of comic book strips, presenting examples of bullying at 
school, told by victims or onlookers. At the end of each story, the reader discovers 
three different ways to respond and their consequences. The book also includes 
advice and solutions to help children deal with these situations.

A book to be read as a family, to help children understand the mechanisms behind 
bullying, stand up for themselves, and say STOP.

Author
Nadège Larcher

Illustrator
CLOTILDE SZYMANSKI
Clotka illustrates for the press and for children’s books. She works 
regularly for Bayard, Milan, Play Bac, Bordas and Nathan. A blogger, 
she has also created several comic stories and participated in the 
creations of the author group “Les Autres Gens”.

Author of text
Juliette Sausse
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bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

215 x 260mm
272 pages
22,90 €
From 8 years old

BAYARD

NON FICTION Les formidables
Eve Pourcel / Frédéric Rebena / Lucie Durbiano / Jeanne 
Detallante / Donatien Mary

100 portraits of wonderful people who changed the world at 
their own scale. Historical leading figures or everyday heroes, 
they all are really inspiring nowadays, when we question our-
selves on the future of our society.

Key Features
• From Victor Hugo to Greta Thumberg passing by staff members or this woman 
who offered a helping hand to a homeless person this book gathers the extraordi-
nary stories of famous and less famous people who dared to believe that another 
world is possible

• Inspiring stories of all times and places in the world written by Marie-Agnèes 
Gaudrat (director of the collection "les Feuilletons de la mythologie)

• Four really talented illustrators with four different styles drawn those portraits : 
Jeanne Detallante, Frédéric Rébéna, Lucie Durbiano ans Donatien Mary, creating a 
singular graphic atmosphere

Contents
They are writers, actors, environmentalists, members of the nursing staff, building 
supervisors, bakers or simple passerby. Of all nationalities and religions, they all had 
the same wish to change the world around them and to believe in solidarity and 
tolerance. This beautiful illustrated book gathers their inspiring stories.

-Wangari Maathai

-Novak Djokovic

-Norma Romero

-Léon Tolstoï

-Leymah Gbowee

-Paul Watson

-Greta Thunberg

-Jadav Payeng

And many others !

Author
Eve Pourcel

Illustrator
Frédéric Rebena

Illustrator
Lucie Durbiano

Illustrator
Jeanne Detallante

Illustrator
Donatien Mary
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bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS
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RIGHTS SOLD

160 x 202 mm
128 pages
8,90 €
From 8 years old

MILAN

NON FICTION C'est quoi, le monde 
numérique ? #2
Nathalie Dargent / Emma Carré

What is Internet? How does it work? What rights do we have 
on the Internet? This book answers the questions 9-13-year-
olds ask every day about the digital world.

Key Features
• What is Internet? How does it work? What rights do we have on the Internet? This 
book answers the questions 9-13-year-olds ask every day about the digital world.

• A fun comic approach to learn about the digital world! Bright illustrations and 
texts that are easy to read, full of humour to hold young readers’ attention.

• The information is well-presented, checked and explained. Quality non-fiction 
presenting the practices of today’s children: the social networks, email boxes, on-
line games...

• A new title continues the "C'est quoi?" series, recalling the "un jour, une question" 
series, a blend of comic art and information.

Contents
Mitzi (13 years old), her brother Noah (9 years old), and their cat explore the 
Internet and find out more about the digital world: software, algorithms, security 
agents, etc. Through their adventures, encounters, experiences, and exchanges, 
they explain the Web 2.0 to children, and present its different uses and rules. But 
above all, they teach readers, who are also curious little Internet users, how to 
behave and browse safely, so that they can one day explore the online world alone. 

This book is divided into 4 major topics: the structure of the Internet, the aids, the 
dangers, and the rules.

All these factual explanations are adapted to young readers in a comic book for-
mat.

A glossary at the end of the book provides definitions of the different terms 
encountered during this digital adventure.

Author
Nathalie Dargent

Illustrator
Emma Carré
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FOREIGN RIGHTS
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RIGHTS SOLD

190 x 250 mm
192 pages
14,95 €
From 7 years old

MILAN

NON FICTION Copain de l'écologie
Angélique Le Touze / Anne Lesterlin / Sébastien Chebret / 
Benjamin Flouw

Biodiversity, sustainable development…

Read about today’s environmental issues and challenges and 
discover lots of activities to help protect the planet.

Key Features
• Encourages active learning through activities

• A must have in our referenced series "Copain" dedicated to « Nature »

Contents
Biodiversity, sustainable development…

Read about today’s environmental issues and challenges and discover lots of 
activities to help protect the planet.

Contents:

1 - Protecting Biodiversity

2 - Conserving Resources

3 - Managing your Electricity Consumption

4 - Feeding the Planet

5 - Moving Away from a Consumer Society 

6 - Reducing Pollution

7 - Slowing down Global Warming

8 - Implementing Sustainable Development
Author
Angélique Le Touze

Author
Anne Lesterlin

Illustrator
Sébastien Chebret

Illustrator
Benjamin Flouw
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300 x 300 mm
48 pages
19,90 €
From 7 years old

MILAN

NON FICTION Parismania
Stéphane Frattini / Alexandre Verhille / Sarah Tavernier

A book celebrating the most famous city in the world, with 
spectacular panaramas, showcased in a beautiful 30 x 30 cm 
format.

Key Features
• Paris on the River Seine, Parisian Fashion, Sporty Paris, Gourmet Paris… An origi-
nal book divided into themes, grouping together landmarks in one illustration, for 
example, all the canals, bridges, and locks.

• Paris counts more than 1 800 listed buildings or historic monuments, and is the 
most visited city in the world, welcoming 34 million visitors per year.

• An unexpected and unique representation of Paris by the talented illustrators of 
“Monumental”, “Anatomia”, “Recordmania”, and “Terramania”.

Contents
A creative format, with plenty of space for high-quality illustrations, showcasing 
Paris’ greatest assets; the splendour of its architecture, its heritage, its diverse cultu-
ral wealth...

A beautiful map situating the different themes serves as a contents page, and an 
extract of the map of Paris has been cleverly incorporated into the background of 
each double-page, locating the landmarks. 

The themes:

Author
Stéphane Frattini

Illustrator
Alexandre Verhille
Influenced by Kerouac, London and Hugo Pratt, Alexandre Verhille 
acquired a taste for travel very early in life, and for all the positive influences 
it confers. His journeys through Mongolia, Eastern Europe, India and the 
Caribbean have nourished his numerous travel journals. An illustrator for 
national and international press since 2009, he also illustrates children’s 
books and his personal travelogues.

Illustrator
Sarah Tavernier
Sarah Tavernier. Originally from the north of France, Sarah Tavernier is 
progressively working her way south, practicing a variety of professions. 
Today she is settled in Tarn, where she is working as a colourist and 
designer for murals and books. In her capacity as an artist, colourist and 
paper engineer,  she devises and creates pop-up books. She participated 
in the conception and realisation  of Voyages et routes de légende for 
Editions Milan.

Welcome to Paris!

Paris is Moving

Paris on the River Seine

Along the Canals

A Capital City

Paris of Boulevards

Parisian Fashion

Sporty Paris

Parks et Gardens

Animals in Paris

Her Majesty the Louvre

The City of Museums

One Thousand Statues

Gourmet Paris

The Poetry of Paris

Paris on Show

Paris Underground

The Ghosts of Paris

Party Paris
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FOREIGN RIGHTS
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262 x 190 mm
40 pages
12,00 €
From 5 years old

BAYARD

PICTURE BOOKS Kiko et les animaux 
Zheng Yawen / Céline Claire

Kiko is a little terror who mistreats animals wherever he goes. 
But one day, he bumps his head, and discovers that he now 
understands the language of animals, and that they are deter-
mined to get revenge…

Key Features
• A current topic, transposed in a poetic and charming world, that will leave no 
child indifferent: animal abuse.

• A fourth collaboration with Folimage, one of the most creative animation studios 
today (Les Cahiers d'Esther, Ariol, Tu mourras moins bête). The short film will be 
aired on Canal+ at the end of 2020.

• A story by Zheng Yawen, adapted by Céline Claire, one of Bayard’s star authors. 
A book created as a part of the “RESIDENCE JEUNE PUBLIC FOLIMAGE” in par-
tnership with Canal+ Family, aiming to reveal future talents.

Contents
Kiko is a little terror.

All the animals are afraid of him because he puts a great deal of energy into 
mistreating them.

One day, after banging his head, Kiko realizes that he now understands the lan-
guage of animals, and that they are plotting their revenge. 

Will the animals manage to make Kiko understand that they have feelings too and 
that they deserve respect? Author, Illustrator

Zheng Yawen

Author
Céline Claire
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RIGHTS SOLD

180 x 240 mm
40 pages
10,90 €
From 3 years old

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Ylusse et le Cyclope
Benoit Perroud

Ylusse has two passions in life… drawing and making war. 
But on his way back home to Etoc, his boat is hit by a storm 
and shipwrecked on the terrifying Cyclops Pol’s island. A fun-
ny rewriting of an episode from Odysseus’ famous journey

Key Features
• A funny take on Odysseus’ adventures; the Cyclops is named Pol and wears an 
eyeglass that Ylusse breaks so that he can’t see anymore...

• A funny take on Odysseus’ adventures; the Cyclops is named Pol and wears an 
eyeglass that Ylusse breaks so that he can’t see anymore...

• Benoît Perroud has written and illustrated a number of picture books

Contents
Ylusse enjoys two things in life – drawing and making war.

But he promised his mother he would be back in Etoc by dinner.

Unfortunately, a storm shipwrecks his boat on an island and he is captured by Pol 
the Cyclops. 

To stop the giant from eating him, he shows off his drawing skills and paints the 
Cyclops’ portrait. Pol is impressed and decides to wait until the morning to eat 
Ylusse.

That night, Ylusse breaks Pol’s eyeglass so that he cannot see anymore. The 
Cyclops opens the cave and lets all his sheep out, in the hope of finding Ylusse.

But Ylusse covers himself in sheepskin and manages to escape.

He sails back out to sea and home to his mother.

Author, Illustrator
Benoit Perroud
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220 x 302 mm
48 pages
15,90 €
From 4 years old

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Le Petit Chaperon rouge
Xavier Deneux

“Once upon a time, lived the most beautiful girl anyone had 
ever seen. Her mother was crazy about her, her grandmother 
crazier still…” A brand-new version of Little Red by Xavier 
Deneux, with a unique artistic approach.

Key Features
• An original work of art and a new style for Xavier Deneux, combining illustrations 
with shadows and photographs… An unprecedented graphic style that will delight 
both the public and critics.

• An audacious and modern adaptation. The characters and places are represented 
symbolically – Little Red Riding Hood in the form of a mischievous child’s hand, the 
wolf a scary shadow… making the book simple to read!

Contents
Xavier Deneux takes a new look at the traditional Little Red Riding Hood fairytale, 
with this surprising and audacious picture book. A clever graphic design that 
combines illustrations, photos, and shadows, giving the Little Red Riding Hood 
story a new lease of life. The characters, places, and décors are stylized and 
represented symbolically. Little Red Riding Hood is a cheeky and innocent child’s 
hand, the wolf is a dark and scary shadow, etc. This simplified version makes it 
easier for little ones to read the story.

Xavier Deneux plays with different genres in this adaptation: shadow play, mimes, 
and photographic art.  All while paying tribute to other artists, such as Charles 
Perrault, with his short and rhytmic texts, or the Polish poster designer Roman 
Cieslewicz, with his striking graphic design. 

A beautiful picture book in a large format, and a modern twist on a classic fairytale 
for children and grown-ups to discover (or rediscover)!

Illustrator
Xavier Deneux
Xavier Deneux is an author-illustrator who lives in Paris. He 
graduated from the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris. With a diploma 
from ESAG, he worked as a graphic designer, creating posters 
and decors. He then decided to devote his talent to illustration. 
Specialising in books for the very young, he is published by 
Editions Nathan, Milan and Tourbillon.
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260 x 315 mm
40 pages
19,90 €
From 3 years old

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Le carnaval gastronomique des 
animaux
Bernard Friot / Louis Thomas

Key Features
• A funny and offbeat version of a classic cooking competition! The jury tastes all 
the dishes made by the animals at the carnival, to the sound of the music played 
by the orchestra.

• Louis Thomas’ inspired, and cheeky illustrations lie somewhere between Sempé 
and Quentin Blake.

• Saint-Saëns entire “Carnival of the Animals” is played, and each musical movement 
is introduced by a dish prepared by the musicians.

Contents
It’s carnival day in Lionville! All the animals gather in the village hall for the annual 
musical cooking contest! The jury is made up of a goat, a swan, a snail, and a duck. 
And presided over by the king of animals, the lion, of course! May the competition 
begin! The animals take it in turns to present their dish, each one more inventive 
than the last: violist stew, croquenotes, double-bassist kebab… But the lion is not 
impressed…

The competition soon goes wrong. The musicians go on strike, and the jury 
discovers that one of the dishes has been poisoned… Who wants to kill the lion? 
Who is guilty? The conductor of course! He wanted to get rid of the lion to 
become the new animal king…

Author
Bernard Friot

Illustrator
Louis Thomas
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249 x 350 mm
32 pages
12,90 €
From 4 years old

BAYARD

PICTURE BOOKS Les trois ours chez Boucle d'or
Sibylle Delacroix

It’s the Three Bears’ turn to come to Goldilocks’ house and 
make a mess! A beautiful picture book, and a funny, cheeky 
twist on a well-known fairytale. A must-read!

Key Features
• Sibylle Delacroix, an author/illustrator at the height of her talent (Les larmes, 
Graines de sable), and illustrations teeming with details that kids will love.

• Beyond the situational comedy, a fairytale with a twist, told from a new 
perspective. Baby Bear is the one who discovers Goldilocks’ house and makes a 
big mess.

• A high-quality picture book in a large format. The perfect gift, teeming with details, 
to be read over and over again.

Contents
Little Bear is very excited. He and his parents are going to Goldilocks’ house. He 
can’t wait to find out how humans live!

The Three Bears explore the living room, kitchen, bedroom, and bathroom, 
touching and exploring everything as they go. Poor Goldilocks! The Three Bears 
make quite a mess!

The illustrations speed up as the visit turns to chaos. The images begin slowly, and 
get faster and faster, until poor Goldilocks doesn’t know where to turn. Despite 
running from one room to the next, she cannot stop the destruction, as illustrated 
in the zoomed-out view of inside the house.

Author, Illustrator
SIBYLLE DELACROIX
Born in 1974 in Brussels and a graduate from the School of 
Graphic Research in Brussels, Sibylle Delacroix has worked as an 
illustrator and graphic designer since 2000. She notably illustrated 
Duclot’s classic fairytales. She lives in Revel, in Haute-Garonne. Her 
children’s picture books are published by Bayard: Les p’tits noms, 
J’ai peur, Ronchonette Cocolle, Blanche hait la nuit, Graines de 
sable and the Cléo series.
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315 x 230 mm
48 pages
16,90 €
From 8 years old

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Ta peau contre la mienne 
Rémi Courgeon

Along the lines of Brindilles and Adjoa (“Tiens-toi droits !”), 
Rémi Courgeon’s new character is a figure of strength and 
determination. A female-led Western picture book!

Key Features
• A new, proud, and determined heroine, worthy of Rémi Courgeon’s greatest suc-
cesses. “Brindille” and “Tiens-toi droite !” were widely acclaimed by the public and 
critics, winning several awards.

• A story exploring the relationship between men and animals, particularly relevant 
today.

• Scenes reminiscent of Monument Valley, warm colors, landscape illustrations… 
“Ta peau contre la mienne” plunges the reader into the Western genre.

Contents
“The man who killed you wanted me dead. I was nothing more than a hunting 
trophy for him. That bullet was meant for me, but it pierced your chest. Now it’s 
my turn to pierce his skin…”

Wearing her horse’s skin as a coat, Nuée, a young sidesaddle rider, sets out to look 
for the murderer, Aaron Blake. Hiding in the undergrowth, listening out for foots-
teps, she travels the deserts in search of the man who took her friend away. During 
her journey, she finds a horse and nurses it back to health, rediscovering that same 
bond. But she will not stop until she has found Aaron Blake. Then, finally, one day… 
she shoots an arrow and knocks the revolver out of her opponent’s hand. She lets 
him live, preferring horses to humans. “No horse is cruel.”

From breathtaking scenery to battle scenes, the cinematographic format plays 
with light and shadows. Rémi Courgeon plunges the reader into Nuée’s quest, in a 
Western genre. His new heroine, determined and solitary, is reminiscent of Brindille 
and Adjoa.

Author, Illustrator
Rémi Courgeon
Rémi Courgeon was born in Choisy-le-Roi in the suburbs of Paris. 
He studied visual expression in the Ecole Estienne. He works in 
publishing and advertising, and does travellers’ sketches. He is also 
a painter whose work has been exhibited in France and abroad. 
With about fifteen illustrated books to his credit, Le Mystère 
Ferdinand is his first picture book published with Editions Milan.
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160 x 202 mm
48 pages
7,50 €
From 8 years old

BAYARD

FICTION Deux visiteurs dans le passé, 
Tome 01 : Folle poursuite dans la 
Rome antique
Tor Freeman / Mimi Zagarriga

Max and Suzie have discovered a secret passageway in 
their grandma Zinzin’s house… into the past! Fun little time-
travelling novels. In the first book – a trip back to Ancient 
Rome!

Key Features
• "Hop! Des histoires à dévorer": a new series of novels that borrows the comic 
codes to give reading a playful, interactive side and more pleasure to young 
readers.

Contents
Just like every Wednesday afternoon, Max and Suzie go to their grandma’s house. 
After a quick snack, they run down the hall to the time-travelling door. They turn 
the handle and… whoosh! They are swept off to Ancient Rome. But their presence 
doesn’t go unnoticed for long. Between their modern clothes and Suzie’s crazy 
ideas, a legion of centurions soon spots them. Their adventure into the past is set 
to be quite eventful! Luckily, Gribouille, their cat and babysitter, is right by their side 
to make sure they get home safely

Illustrator
Tor Freeman

Author
Mimi Zagarriga
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135 x 200mm
160 pages
12,90 €
From 8 years old

BAYARD

FICTION Romane Lux, Tome 01 : La 
rentrée catastrophique de 
Romane Lux
Sylvain Zorzin / Éric Meurice

The first book in a new graphic series, somewhere between a 
novel and a comic book, about a 9-year-old girl Romane, and 
her crazy life, family, and totally unhinged teacher!

Key Features
• A graphic novel about a girl’s everyday life, illustrated by Moricio’s drawings, 
speech bubbles, and whacky sketches, in the style of “Diary of a Wimpy Kid” or the 
“Dork Diaries”.

• Young author Sylvain Zorzin’s abundant sense of humor and jokes

• A character comedy colorful figures: a father worried about the end of the world, 
a mother chasing after shampoo commercial auditions, a teacher who has perfec-
ted the art of Zen… and Romane, who wishes her first day back at school could be 
normal!

Contents
Today is Romane’s first day in 5th grade. The morning starts like any other, with her 
sister copying everything she does, her mother looking for commercial auditions, 
and her father worrying about a nuclear attack at any moment. But the worst is yet 
to come… It would appear that her 5th grade teacher, Mr Boulala, has officially lost 
his mind and is determined to bring cosmic peace to the classroom. Then add to 
the mix Kedon the best-looking boy at school, Gilberte the most popular girl in the 
world, and Lucie her best friend who loves a challenge, and 5th grade seems to be 
off to an eventful start!

Author
Sylvain Zorzin

Illustrator
Éric Meurice
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135 x 200 mm
208 pages
11,90 €
From 9 years old

BAYARD

FICTION Nul en sport
Nathalie Somers / Océane Meklemberg

At sports, Yacer is not very good. He even sucks completely. 
But there are worse things in life than being picked last in gym 
class. Intensive and eccentric trainings imagined by his friend 
Victoire for example!

Key Features
• A novel with strong visual impact, illustrated by Océane Meklemberg who 
combines comic codes with her own irresistible style.

• The sparkling, impish style of Nathalie Somers, a successful author (Roselend) Le 
roman des filles and Le journal des soeurs Mouche.

Contents
Yacer is the first to admit that he is not very good at sports. Or particularly flexible. 
Or agile. And that his hand eye coordination is average at best. Which probably 
explains why he is always picked last in gym class. Sure, there are worse things in 
life. But his crush, Roselily, LOVES sport. So, to help Yacer impress her, his friend 
Victoire comes up with a special training program, including large pastry throwing. 
After all, in terms of being bad at things, the heroine of “Nulle en maths” knows a 
thing or two!

Author
Nathalie SOMERS

Illustrator
Océane Meklemberg
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135 x 200 mm
208 pages
11,90 €
From 10 years old

BAYARD

FICTION Les incroyablissimes aventures 
de Rocket, Tome 01 : Holà, la 
sixième !
Amerikat

The first title in a MUST-READ series! Roxana De Luna, aka 
Rocket, comes face to face with two major and extremely 
dangerous events – starting 6th grade, and the opening up of 
the Gorges of Hell beneath her school.

Key Features
• A series with huge potential, combining humor and fantasy, firmly rooted in the 
popular supernatural trend, along the lines of the successful TV series Stranger 
Things, Buffy the Vampire Slayer, etc.

• Rocket, a modern-day Buffy… A fearless heroine who overcomes all the normal 
day-to-day 6th grade challenges, while slaying dragons and other hellish creatures 
with a plastic sword

• A close-knit central trio who can overcome anything together, a grandmother 
with super-hero tendencies, a dog who may well be an alien, a super annoying big 
sister, and a slightly too needy admirer.

• A mysterious author: behind the secret identity of Amerikat is a young and 
promising author, who has already won several awards. Masked appearances, 
fancy-dress book signings… everything for an eventful launch!

Contents
Roxana De Luna, aka Rocket, is about to start middle school. With her two best 
friends Blaise and Sumo by her side, she feels ready to face anything… The 
depressed and vaguely gross teachers, the schoolyard bullies, the chaotic lunch 
hall, and even average grades. On the first day, three high school students tell 
Rocket, Blaise, and Sumo about the school legend. It is said to have once been an 
ancient castle belonging to Knightess Blackwell, guardian of the Gorges of Hell that 
lie beneath the school grounds. The three friends only half believe them, but then 
mysterious things start happening in their already not so smooth middle-school 
lives… Then on Halloween, the Gorges open. Rocket discovers she is the new 
Guardian and manages to single-handedly defeat a dragon with a plastic sword.

Author
Amerikat
Amerikat is a super-author, with a soft spot for cats and America. 
Beneath her motorcycle helmet and race suit, lies an extraordinary 
power… of writing and imagination. Because inventing incredible 
stories is a superpower too!
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12,90 €
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BAYARD

FICTION Calamity
Chistophe Lambert

Christophe Lambert’s adaptation of a wonderful animated 
feature-length film about Calamity Jane’s childhood, direc-
ted by the talented Rémi Chayé (director of “Tout en haut du 
monde”).

Film release date: 14/10/2020.

Key Features
• The extraordinary life of Martha Jane Cannary: how a slightly rebellious young girl 
became the legend we know today as Calamity Jane. The coming-of-age journey 
of a strong and inspiring female figure.

• An epic film that plunges us into the faraway lands of America, at the time of the 
conquest of the West, through a breathtaking, uniquely illustrated animation, that 
has been recreated in the novel with color printing.

• The talented storyteller Christophe Lambert transforms the film into a great 
adventure novel, while exploring Martha Jane’s inner-life, in close collaboration 
with the director Rémi Chayé.

• Rémi Chayé’s first film “Tout en haut du monde” (2016) was widely acclaimed by 
critics and awarded at the Annecy Festival. “Calamity” is highly anticipated and has 
already been selected by the Annecy Festival!

Contents
At the heart of the American west, the Cannary's family travels with a convoy of 
pioneers, hoping for a better life. Martha Jane Cannary, 11 years old, has a strong 
character which often causes her trouble. It's hard for her to restrict herself to the 
girls' expected role in the community. She dreams about riding a horse,lassoing 
and trading her skirt against comfortable trousers. So when the adventure begins, 
Martha Jane rushes headlong into a maiden voyage which will lead her to the 
faraway lands of America.

Author
CHRISTOPHE LAMBERT
Christophe Lambert, fascinated by the cinema, has made several 
short films, worked for television and run video workshops in high 
schools. Nowadays, he spends most of his time writing and has 
published novels in a wide range of genres - historical novels, 
thrillers, fantasy, and science fiction - for a variety of publishing 
houses (Bayard, Hachette, Syros, Nathan, and Fleuve Noir).
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189 x 236 mm
112 pages
13,90 €
From 7 years old

BAYARD

Mortelle Adèle et la galaxie des 
Bizarres - tome collector
Mr Tan / Diane Le Feyer

Second special edition in Mr Tan’s successful series; a long 
story that launches Adèle into the Galaxy of Weirdos!

Key Features
• A huge success for the 1rst special edition : more than 115 000 copies sold in a 
few months.

• The amazing success of Mortelle Adèle comic volumes : more than 4 million 
copies sold

• A nice object, a good idea of gift

Contents
Ever since all the parents were banished to a faraway planet, the children rule the 
Galaxy; no more vegetables, homework, or tidying up bedrooms! But a new threat 
looms for rebel leader Mortelle Adèle, aboard her spaceship… Empress Jade, armed 
with a huge laser glitter blaster, wants to conquer all the planets in the Galaxy and 
make the children obey her wishes. Mortelle Adèle doesn't have much time to 
convince the children to help her save the Galaxy and all the weirdos living in it!

Author
Mr Tan
Antoine Dole, alias Mr Tan, has created several comic book 
universes for the publishing world and for children’s newspapers 
and magazines. A prolific author, he’s also written manga comics 
and numerous novels for teenagers and young adults, all widely 
acclaimed by critics, and for which he’s won several awards.

Illustrator
D  L  
Diane Le Feyer joined the Mortelle Adèle adventure in 2014, 
becoming the cartoonist for the series from volume 8 on. She 
began her career in video games and cartoons, before moving on 
to children’s books in France
and abroad. She has since collaborated with a number of 
prestigious partners such as Hallmark, Harper Collins, Mattel, 
Bayard Éditions, Scholastic etc.

FICTION
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130 x 195 mm
128 pages
7,50 €
From 8 years old

MILAN

FICTION Moqueuse
Nathalie Somers / Isabelle Maroger

Laurie is always picking on Paul and Valentine, the new girl. 
So, they decide to join forces and get revenge. Even if it 
means being one of the “mean kids”…

Key Features
• Bullying at school is a hot topic right now

• A well-written, subtle novel that shows that anyone can fall victim of bullying, just 
as everyone can be a little bit (or very) mean.

• A funny and lively story with endearing characters, to be read from 8 years up, 
and beautiful duotone illustrations by Isabelle Maroger.

Contents
Laurie is always picking on Paul and Valentine, the new girl. So, they decide to join 
forces and get revenge. Even if it means being one of the “mean kids”…

Author
Nathalie Somers

Illustrator
Isabelle Maroger
Isabelle Maroger, a graduate of the Ecole Émile-Cohl, works 
regularly for children’s magazines and books (Milan, Lito, Hatier…). 
She loves creating images and comics that make people laugh. 
In parallel, she gives comic art lessons to children from 8 to15 in 
Lyons, where she currently lives.
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140 x 205 mm
200 pages
12,90 €
From 9 years old

MILAN

FICTION Comment je vais devenir écrivain 
(si tout va bien)
Anne-Gaëlle Balpe

When a middle-school student steals an author’s notbook, 
he is far from imagining that his life will change forever… An 
immersive novel about the pleasure of writing.

Key Features
• An immersive novel and back-to-school story, full of humor, that lots of middle-
schoolers will relate to.

• An instructive but funny guide to writing, with lots of advice inserted into the story, 
in which we learn that imagination is a muscle, and writing is a journey: a novel 
within a novel.

• A novel for lovers of reading and writing, that will appeal to young readers, book-
sellers and teachers preparing an author visit.

• By the successful French author, Anne-Gaëlle Balpe.

Contents
Samuel has just started 6th grade. One day, at the library with his friend Thomas, 
who loves rugby as much as he does, Samuel gets roped into a writing workshop, 
only to find that he quite enjoys it. When tidying up the room, he finds Pauline 
Sauveterre’s notebook, the author who ran the workshop. Without knowing why, 
Samuel takes the notebook. Soon after, he begins to panic… What if he gets into 
trouble?

But Samuel discovers that he loves writing and decides that he wants to be an 
author. Following the tips in the notebook, Samuel learns how to use his imagina-
tion, get lost in his stories, and swept away by writing.

A novel within a novel. The story you read is in fact the novel written by Samuel, 
using the tips and advice he finds in the stolen notebook.

Author
Anne-Gaëlle Balpe
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138 x 210 mm
585 pages
14,90 €
From 12 years old

BAYARD

FICTION Derrière toi, Tome 01 : La 
malédiction des 33
Évelyne Brisou-Pellen

A new 12+ series by E. Brisou-Pellen, following the footsteps 
of “Manoir”! In this book, a group of young mediums conduct 
historical and genealogical investigations, by revisiting their 
ancestors’ memories to reveal the secrets behind a curse.

Key Features
• All the ingredients for success, after “Manoir” (245,000 copies sold, GfK): young 
mediums, family curses, tortured spirits, and a fascinating historical element!

• As always, E. Brisou-Pellen’s captivating writing plunges the reader into a 
suspense-filled series, driven by the heroine Tess, in the same way as Liam in 
“Manoir”.

• In this first volume, the reader is plunged into the horrors of the French invasion 
of Russia, and to the heart of a historical judicial error that will send shivers down 
your spine.

• The story revolves around the “Courrier de Lyon” case, the first judicial error 
documented during the French Directory. A fascinating and shocking story that 
sheds light on a little-known historical event.

Contents
16-year-old Tess has a special gift… She can see dead people. On vacation with her 
cousin Gabin, she finds a mysterious object that enhances her powers. She can 
now “see” her ancestors’ memories. Through the eyes of a Napoleonic soldier, 
she relives the French invasion of Russia, and discovers the first judicial error 
documented in history, the “Courrier de Lyon” case. What are her ancestors trying 
to tell her? Could it have something to do with the mysterious “curse” that kills 
the men in her family at the age of 33, and that is currently threatening her own 
cousin?

Author
Évelyne BRISOU-PELLEN
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210 x 235 mm
96 pages
9,50 €
From 3 years old

BAYARD

RELIGION Mon cahier d'activités d'éveil à 
la foi
Caroline Pellissier / Virginie Aladjidi / Marie Bretin

Contents
A prettily illustrated book to help parents and youth leaders introduce little ones to 
faith, throughout the year.

96 pages of activities to help the child gradually become aware of their place in the 
world as a Christian and a believer.

Author
CAROLINE PELLISSIER

Author
VIRGINIE ALADJIDI

Illustrator
Marie Bretin
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185 x 210 mm
48 pages
7,95 €
From 4 years old

BAYARD

COMICS Les p'tits philosophes, Tome 01 : 
Mystère et boules de gomme
Sophie Furlaud / Dorothée De Monfreid

From an early age, thinking is an adventure!

Key Features
• Great children’s comic book writer, Dorothée de Monfreid’s style and signature.

• A comic book full of life that opens up discussions between parents and children.

• Endearing characters

Contents
Why do we die? Why am I me? How many stars are there?

Chonchon, Mina, Raoul and Plume have been thinking in the Pomme d’Api maga-
zines since 2006…

They are “The Little Philosophers”. Their thirst for understanding is huge and their 
curiosity boundless!

With the liveliness and naivety of childhood, they wonder about emotions, social 
relationships, values…

Each episode is a fun and exciting adventure… that of the construction of thought!

Author
SOPHIE FURLAUD
Sophie Furlaud is a journalist at Pomme d’Api maga- zine. She’s 
been writing the Les p’tits philosophes column for over 10 years

Illustrator
DOROTHEE DE MONFREID
Dorothée de Monfreid is a French author and illustrator. She 
started out as a graphic designer before working on children’s 
books. She’s best known for illustrating I really want to eat a child. 
In addition to her work on child- ren’s books, she also creates 
comics and is an accomplished ukulele player.
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160 x 202 mm
56 pages
8,95 €
From 7 years old

MILAN

COMICS Louve y es-tu ?, Tome 01 : Une 
faim de Louve
Caroline Hüe / Marie Manand / Armand Robin

Louve is a fantastic sheep hunter… Well, in her dreams 
anyway. In reality, they usually get the last laugh!

Key Features
• A series built around a particularly effective comedic device, at the origin of some 
of the greatest animated successes in recent decades, presented here in an original 
and gentle way.

• A strong visual world based on Caroline Hüe’s lively and expressive stroke, full of 
character.

• The fast-paced, instant humor of comic strips, combined with characters full of 
tenderness and depth, by two film and TV scriptwriters.

Contents
Louve the wolf has one ambition in life… to catch a sheep. She comes up with all 
kinds of ploys, each one wackier and more inventive than the last. But unfortuna-
tely, despite her determination, she is also very clumsy… So, nothing ever goes as 
planned, much to the delight of the flock who love making fun of her!

Based on a particularly effective, time-tested comedic device – giving rise to car-
toons such as “Wile E. Coyote” or “Tom and Jerry”, for example -, Armand Robin 
and Marie Manand relish in bringing something new to each joke and situation. 

Caroline Hüe skillfully brings Louve and the sheep to life, much to the readers’ 
delight!

A hilarious and sweet series, that has been published since 2017 in the “Mordelire” 
magazine (7 years up).

Illustrator
Caroline Hüe
Caroline Hüe graduated from the School of Decorative Arts 
in Strasbourg, majoring in illustrative design. For many years, 
she worked on fabric patterns before returning to her first love, 
drawing. She currently works in Lyon. She has illustrated children’s 
books for Bordas,  Nathan and Bayard Jeunesse. She wrote 
L’Histoire de la vie, du big bang jusqu’à toi for Milan (coll. “Mes 
encyclos P’tits docs”).

Author of text
Marie Manand and Armand Robin
Marie Manand and Armand Robin are both screenwriters who 
graduated from the CEEA (Conservatoire Euro- péen d’Écriture 
Audiovi- suelle). They regularly work for the film and television 
industry, whether alone, with other writers, or together. The pair 
wrote several episodes of Ernest et Rebecca (TF1) or Sis- ters (M6), 
for example. Louve is their first comic book.
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160 x 202 mm
72 pages
9,90 €
From 6 years old

BAYARD

COMICS Ariol roman graphique - 
Ramono, ton tonton fait du bio
Emmanuel Guibert / Rémi Chaurand / Marc Boutavent

Time for a big adventure! Ariol and Ramono hop into his uncle’s 
van to help him with his delivery round. But… someone seems 
to be following them. Who? Why? It’s a mystery…

Key Features
• “Ramono, ton tonton fait du bio” is a brand-new story, never-before published 
in the press. An Ariol novel in the same vein as “Où est Pétula” and a launch that 
coincides with Ariol’s 20th anniversary!

• A best-selling BD Kids series, loved by children, parents, teachers, booksellers, and 
librarians alike.

• Two key authors: Emmanuel Guibert, awarded with the Grand Prix de la Ville 
d’Angoulême, making him president of the next edition, and Marc Boutavant, the 
illustrator of the successful Chien pourri or Mouk series.

• Ariol is far more than just books - CDs, shows, an animated series, games…

Contents
Ramono’s uncle, Jean-Soue, runs a grocery-café-newspaper shop in the village 
of Saucy-le-Sonsec. Once a month, he drives round the village selling his orga-
nic products. And that morning, he invites Ramono and Ariol to come along too. 
How exciting! They head to Mrs Tirjus’ house, then Mrs Fourrastier’s, then… eve-
rything goes wrong! First Ariol and Ramono discover two of Jean-Soue’s friends, 
Marmouge and Péduret, hiding in the van. Which leads to a car crash and a trip 
to the police station! It takes some time, but everything becomes clear in the 
end. Vera was the one following them all morning. She is in love with Jean-Soue 
and was jealous of his customers. Everyone goes home and Jean-Soue and Vera 
decide to get married… And Ariol is invited!

Author
EMMANUEL GUIBERT
Born in 1964, Emmanuel Guibert is a scenarist-artist who produces 
comic books for young and older readers. His stories are translated into 
a dozen languages.

Illustrator
MARC BOUTAVANT
Marc Boutavant is an illustrator and an author who lives in Paris. 
He has authored many books for children, including La grève de la 
vie with A. Couture (Actes Sud Junior, Prix Chronos 2003), and the 
Mouk series (Éditions Cerf-Volant), then for Albin Michel Jeunesse. 
He draws Ariol with humor and a sensi- tivity that brings out the 
characters’ personality.
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160 x 202 mm
56 pages
8,95 €
From 7 years old

BAYARD

COMICS Les idées folles d'Anatole, Tome 
01 : Les idées folles d'Anatole
Clément Devaux / Olivier Muller / Anne Didier / Anne 
Schmauch

Guess what! Anatole is joining BD Kids in the form of short 
stories! For the first time ever, the comic strips published in 
Mes Premiers J’aime Lire have been grouped together in a 
book. Guaranteed laughter and giggles!

Key Features
• The monthly Mes Premiers j’aime Lire stories published for the very first time in a 
book - shorter, more family-oriented, and as funny as ever!

• By Anne Didier, Olivier Muller and Clément Devaux, but also Anne Schmauch, the 
author of lots of stories in J’aime lire, Mes Premiers J’aime Lire and Belles Histoires

Contents
Whether at the beach, skiing, at a picnic, or simply at home, Anatole and his little 
sister are never short of ideas, each one crazier than the last! Switching labels on 
the green bean and ravioli tins, making a giant mosquito trap, organizing a pencil 
sharpening competition, creating a new sled run, or teaching their dog Princess 
lots of new tricks!

Illustrator
CLEMENT DEVAUX
Born in 1979, Clément Devaux graduated from the École des Arts 
décoratifs in Paris. He has worked for several publishers: Nathan, 
Larousse, Gallimard, Le Seuil and Tourbillon. Anatole Latuile is his 
first comic book and a great success. He lives in the suburbs of 
Paris.

Author
OLIVIER MULLER AND ANNE DIDIER

Siblings Anne Didier and Olivier Muller live near Paris. Together, 
they invent the adventures of Anatole Latuile and Émile et Margot. 
But each sibling also writes alone, stories for Bayard Presse for 
publication in Mes premiers J’aime Lire, J’aime Lire and J’aime Lire 
Max.
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